
Symphony By Numbers

Visual Music

Symphony By Numbers is a work of Visual Music. Visual Music can be 

defined in a number of different ways:

•The use of musical structures in visual imagery.
•Translating sound or music into a visual representation.
•Translation of music to painting, as in the work of Kandinsky or Klee.
•A form of intermedia, an interdisciplinary art, combining music and cinema.

Symphony By Numbers is an example of the last above, an intermedia work. 

It uses abstract animation combined with computer music to create an art that 

is neither music nor visual art alone but an alloy of both, where neither can be 

considered to be accompaniment to the other. The intention is to create a 

work that fails if it cannot be both seen and heard. The compositional 

technique owes much to compositional practices of music: rhythm, motivic 

development, counterpoint, cadential resolution, dissonance, consonance, 

hocketing, and isorhythm. It is in a number of movements that are fairly 

independent and distinct but contribute to the integrity of the whole, much like 

a symphony. Each movement has its own visual and sonic material with the 

occasional reference to other movements.



The Software

Two applications were developed to create Symphony By Numbers. They are 

both command-line applications written in the C language. As they currently 

exist, they are not cross-platform. They can only be compiled on Mac OS X. 

csynth performs audio synthesis and outputs audio files in the aiff format. The 

file can 16bit integer or 32bit float, any number of channels. cdraw renders 

abstract animation into a Quicktime movie, using either the Apple animation 

codec (lossles), or the H264 codec. The movie can be of any arbitrary size. 

cdraw uses the Mac OS Quartz 2D framework. They both require the use of a 

plugin that the user creates.

They generate an output file that is a rendering, or “performance,” of the  

event list that is passed to them. Both read the same event list, an xml file 

that lists the time-ordered processes to be performed.

IntermediaXML

The xml schema used for the event lists has this basic form:

<score>
  <event>
    <audio>
      <name></name>
      <start></start>
      <duration></duration>



    </audio>
    <video>
      <name></name>
      <start></start>
      <duration></duration>
    </video>
  </event>
</score>

The outer structure, the <score> level, can encompass one or more <event> 

structures. An event can have one or more <audio> or <video> structures. 

The <event> is not required to have both <audio> and <video> entries; it can 

have just one of them. Any <audio> or <video> entry will have at least the 

three entries shown in the above layout. As the schema is designed time-

based art forms, any event will have a start time and a duration, defined by 

the <start> and <duration> tags. The  <name> tag is necessary to uniquely 

identify the “instrument,” process, or function that is used for that specific 

event. Specific <audio> or <video> entries may have more sub-entries than 

just these three; they may have as many are necessary to fully specify the 

parameters of a process. The tags in an <audio> (or <video>) tag all have a 

“type” attribute to specify the data type of the value associated with that tag. 

The five types are character string, integer, float (a decimal number), array, a 

2D array. Below is an example of a simple score.

<score>
  <event>
    <video>
      <name type=”string”>Circle</name>
      <start type=”float”>0.0</start>
      <duration type=”float”>1.0</duration>



      <alpha type=”array”>0.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0</alpha>
    </video>
    <audio>
      <name type=”string”>NoiseFilter</name>
      <start type=”float”>0.0</start>
      <duration type=”float”>1.0</duration>
      <size type=”int”>1024</size>
      <spectrum type=”array2d”>
 0.0 | 0.0, 0.0, 800.0, 1.0, 22050.0, 0.0 |
 1.0 | 0.0, 0.0, 1800.0, 1.0, 22050.0, 0.0
      </spectrum>
    </audio>
  </event>
</score>

Plugin Design and Use

The absolute minimum necessary for a functioning plugin for either csynth or 

cdraw are a c struct to define the data and three associated functions. A 

plugin initialization function would also be required. As an example, the 

following describes a simple sine wave generator (or oscillator). The only bit 

of data that is needed from one output sample to the next is the phase of the 

sine wave. A struct to maintain that data could be done like this:

typedef struct {
 float theta;
 } SinOsc;

The three functions necessary are a constructor, a destructor, and a runner. 

csynth, when looking for the functions to call, takes the name from the xmal 

score file and appends _ctor, _dtor, and _run to get the proper function 

names. The functions therefore need to be named correctly. It is best to name 



the struct exactly as you want to name the “instrument” and then name the 

functions accordingly. Below are the appropriate function definitions.

SinOsc* SinOsc_ctor(CFMutableDictionaryRef args) {
 SinOsc* unit;
 unit = (SinOsc*) malloc(sizeof(SinOsc));
 unit->theta = 0.0;
 return unit;
}

void SinOsc_dtor(SinOsc* unit) {
 free(unit);
 return;
}

void SinOsc_run(SinOsc* unit, float* data, float percentage,
 CFMutableDictionaryRef args, int chans) {
 int i;
 float factor = 65536.0/44100.0;
 float out, freq;
 Arg arg;
 arg = *((Arg*)CFDictionaryGetValue(args, CFSTR("freq")));
 freq = arg.arg_float;
 out = wavetable[(int)(unit->theta+0.5)];
 unit->theta += freq*factor;
 for(i = 0; i < chans; i++) data[i] = out;
 return;
}

The plugin initialization function follows. It is only needed here to fill the 

wavetable that SinOsc uses for its sine values. This function will be called 

when the plugin is first loaded. This is exactly what it needs to be named.

void initPlugIn() {
 int i;
 for(i = 0; i <= 65536; i++) {
  wavetable[i] = sin(((float)i/65536.0)*2.0*PI);
  }



 return;
}

A note entry in a score for this instrument would resemble this:

<audio>
  <name type=”string”>SinOsc</name>
  <start type=”float”>0.0</start>
  <duration type=”float”></duration>
  <freq type=”float”>440.0</freq>
</audio>

The plugin shown here is very minimal and not very interesting, but it does 

illustrate the essentials. It needs to be a shared object file, or a dynamic 

library.

What csynth and cdraw do

csynth and cdraw are both command-line applications. The basic arguments 

are essentially the same. In a Terminal window, if csynth is typed and followed 

by the return key, this is printed:

usage:   csynth out.aiff eventlist.txt options
    options:
       -p plugin file (.so)
       -s sound sampRate (44100, 48000)
       -f sound format (int16, float32)
       -b begin time (defaults to 0.0)
       -e endtime (defaults to score endtime)
       -a amplitude scaler (defaults to 1.0)
       -c number of channels (defaults to 2)



For cdraw:

usage:   cdraw movie.mov eventlist.txt options
    options:
       -p plugin file (.so)
       -h movie height
       -w movie width
       -f movie frameRate (10, 15, 24, 25, 30)
       -c movie codec (raw, h264, mpg4, anim)
       -b movie begin time (defaults to 0.0)
       -e movie endtime (defaults to score endtime)

This shows what the command looks like and the available options, which are 

specific to the needs of the application. The eventlist.txt refers to the xml file 

shown earlier. It is also necessary to specify the plugin shared object file (.so 

extension).

 When csynth (or cdraw) are run, they parse the xml file and create a data 

structure consisting of a Core Foundation Dictionary for each <audio> or 

<video> entry in the xml file. csynth will ignore <video>  structures and cdraw 

will ignore any <audio> tags. These are time-sorted and placed in a queue so 

that csynth (or cdraw) can “perform” them in the appropriate order and 

juncture. Using the value of the <name> tag, at the proper place in the 

performance, the relevant “instrument,” or function is called. The first time, the 

constructor function is called followed by the run function. The constructor 

allocates the required memory and sets any values needed. The run function 

renders the current frame. On succeeding frames, the run function function is 

used. On the last frame of a given “instrument,” the destructor is also called.



Contents of the DVDs

There are two DVDs included. One of them is a standard NTSC, region-free 

disk that should play in virtually any dvd player. It has a stereo version of 

Symphony By Numbers.

The other DVD is an archive disk. It has a high resolution copy of the 

Quicktime movie of Symphony By Numbers. 1280 by 720, 25 frames per 

second, H264 compression, quadraphonic (4-channel) sound, 16 bit, 44.1kHz 

sample rate.

The archive disk also has the source code for csynth, cdraw, and the plugins 

for both. Make files are included in the folders. The lisp source for the 

algorithmic score generation is included as well.  


